pattern appearing as a set of concentric rings. The pump-induced change of the radial intensity distribution is related, through Fourier transformation, to the pair distribution function, and provides a “fingerprint” of the characteristic interatomic distances (see the figure). The scattering data are one-dimensional, but a molecule’s structure is three-dimensional. Consequently, a structure “determination” from liquid scattering data requires much help from theory. First, the solvent contribution to the scattering pattern must be accurately calculated and subtracted from the data. This procedure is far from trivial. Next, the diffraction patterns from three-dimensional models of putative intermediates must be calculated and compared with the solvent-corrected curves. Finding a match between the experimental and theoretical curves should not be confused with a structure determination in the crystallographic sense; nevertheless, a match that exhibits significantly higher fidelity than other proposed structures makes a compelling case for that structural assignment.

Ihee and co-workers chose their system wisely. When comparing the scattering patterns from bridged and anti iodoethane radicals with their solvent-subtracted scattering curves, the bridged form gave a much better match, thereby providing the most direct and compelling case for the structural assignment of this important radical intermediate. This achievement was aided by the fact that iodine atoms scatter x-rays more than 10 times as strongly as methanol, thereby enhancing the signal arising from iodo radical intermediates. Because diiodoethane (\(\text{C}_2\text{H}_4\text{I}_2\)) has only four heavy atoms (hydrogen scatters very weakly), scattering from it and its photo-generated intermediates is relatively easy to assign and interpret. Moreover, the iodo radical intermediate is sufficiently long-lived to be easily captured with 100-ps time-resolved snapshots. Finally, the radical is produced with relatively high quantum efficiency, so a sizable population could be generated and characterized. Although it should be possible to study molecules that lack heavy-atom substituents, such systems would require that the signal-to-noise ratio of the scattering data be improved. For example, to recover a signal that is 10 times weaker, the data integration time would have to be increased by at least that factor squared, or 100 times longer. One could envision studying more complex molecules as well; however, diffraction rings from disordered solutions are not sharply defined, so the amount of structural information that can be extracted from the radial intensity distribution is limited. Therefore, there is a molecular size beyond which it would prove increasingly difficult to correctly match the scattering pattern to a specific three-dimensional molecular structure.

When seeking a match to a “fingerprint,” the correct structure must be included in the lineup. As more candidates are included, the chance for a false-positive becomes greater. As a result, one must exercise sound chemical intuition when selecting candidate structures for comparison, as was done in the study by Ihee and co-workers.

Although it has a few limitations, the technique of picosecond time-resolved liquid diffraction can provide an unprecedented glimpse into the structures of reactive intermediates involved in solution-phase chemistry. Once efforts to generate high-flux x-ray pulses on the few-picosecond (13) and the femtosecond (14–16) time scales are realized, the time resolution of liquid diffraction studies could be extended to the so-called chemical time scale, where a wealth of new insights into chemical reaction pathways awaits discovery.
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PERSPECTIVES

Is Invariance Across Animal Species Just an Illusion?

Gerdien de Jong

There is obvious variation in the way different animals live their lives—in their life span, in their age and size at maturity, and in their size as full-grown adults, to name a few attributes. But are there fundamental similarities in the life history strategies that different animals use? Charnov (1) argued that there are: He proposed fundamental similarities—"life history invariants"—to be a major explanatory ingredient of life history evolution. Life history invariants generalize a life history model over species boundaries and in a wide range of animal sizes, leading to an understanding of universal life history strategies. On page 1326 of this issue, Nee et al. (2) call into question the principal method to detect life history invariants. The authors have determined that the approach is misleading, throwing the very existence of the concept into doubt.

Life history invariants are dimensionless ratios of two life history traits—for instance, age at maturity and average length of life. Such a ratio is used to answer questions such as “At what relative age do animals first reproduce?” Whether we talk about rabbits or whales, we hope the ratio will enable us to forget about differences in life span, size, environment, and taxonomy. Thus, life history invariants point to common properties of organisms not immediately clear from direct observation. As such, they are potentially very useful for understanding and modeling life history evolution: The models are meant to be general, doing away with the need to model each species separately. The existence of life history invariants is a major argument for one general theory of life history evolution, rather than a theory as a set of recipes for how to make species-specific models.

Life history invariants are canonically identified from a log-log plot of two life history traits involved in a dimensionless ratio. In such a plot, the slope is expected to equal 1. Consider two life history traits, a and b, and ask whether their dimensionless ratio a/b is a life history invariant. If their ratio is constant (c), a log-log plot with ln(b) on the x axis and ln(a) on the y axis
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would show points on a line defined by \( \ln(a) = \ln(c) + \ln(b) \), with a slope of 1 and intercept \( \ln(c) \) (see the top figure). The line is the regression line and the intercept can be used to estimate the life history invariant, \( c \). A log-log plot of two traits involved in a life history invariant leads to a slope of 1 with all variation in the dependent variable on the \( y \) axis explained by the variable on the \( x \) axis (that is, \( R^2 = 1 \) for an ideal invariant where \( R^2 \) of the regression is the proportion of the variation in the dependent variable \( a \) explained by the variation in the independent variable \( b \)). An empirically determined slope of 1 at high explained variance \( R^2 \) has therefore been taken to indicate a life history invariant. This is common experimental logic, but treacherous, as it disregards the potential existence of other ways to arrive at the predicted slope of 1 and very high \( R^2 \). If a life history invariant is the only way to arrive at a slope of 1 and very high \( R^2 \), then one can conclude from an empirical slope of 1 and very high \( R^2 \) that a life history invariant exists.

Many such log-log plots of traits that indicate potential life history invariants exist. Allsop and West (3) presented data on relative body size at sex change for animals ranging from a 2-mm shrimp to a 1.5-m fish. The log-log plot of body size at sex change versus maximum body size showed a slope of 1.05, and all the points were near the regression line, with \( R^2 = 0.98 \). The life invariant “relative body size at sex change” was perfectly present.

Buston et al. (4) then threw a spanner in the works. Commenting on Allsop and West’s data, Buston et al. pointed out that random distributions of both total body size and size at sex change lead to identical properties in a log-log plot as a life history invariant: a slope of 1 and an \( R^2 \) of >0.95.

More null models followed (5, 6), using different random distributions of traits. But Nee et al. (2) describe the general rationale of how slopes of 1 at high \( R^2 \) arise in log-log plots, independent of the distributions of the traits. The culprit is a variable on the \( y \) axis that is a fraction of the \( x \)-variable: The plot is of \( y = cx \), with \( c < 1 \). In a log-log plot of \( cx \) versus \( x \), a slope of 1 follows automatically. A wide range on the \( x \) axis—from rabbit to whale—guarantees a high \( R^2 \). The evidence for life history invariants vanishes as the method of finding them evaporates.

Suppose full-grown body size is plotted on the \( x \) axis, and size at maturity of the same individual on the \( y \) axis (see the bottom figure; (4)). Size at maturity might be any fraction of full-grown body size, with fractions \( c = 0.1, 0.2, \ldots, 0.9 \) in nine different groups of animals. Each animal group has its own relative size at maturity. Relative size at maturity is invariant within each group but varies among groups. All possible combinations of full-grown body size and size at maturity can be found over the nine groups. When data from multiple animal groups are plotted directly, the variance among them is quite apparent. The same data can be depicted in a log-log plot for the total range of body sizes, still distinguishing each animal group. Each group now has its own line \( \ln(y) = \ln(c) + \ln(x) \), all with a slope of 1 but each with different intercepts \( \ln(c) \), again revealing variation between animal groups. However, if the same data are again depicted on a log-log plot, but without differentiation as to which animal group the data points belong, a single regression line can be drawn over all groups together that now seems to indicate a life history invariant ratio of body size at maturity to full-grown body size over all groups. The regression analysis is therefore misleading.

If life history invariants are important in evolution, we expect them to surface in models that use their component variables. That would validate the idea of invariants, especially if a model restricts them to certain values. Kozlowski (7) modeled growth in animals and optimal body size. In his model and simulation, many life history variables that partake in life history invariants can be evaluated. The slopes in log-log plots of model values are 1 for the proposed life history invariants. Yet very much variation in the simulated traits and their ratios exists, and direct observation of the values will not give the impression of life history invariants. Kozlowski (7) concluded that “Charnov’s life history invariants can be
CHEMISTRY

Geometric Phase in Chemical Reactions

David C. Clary

Quantum mechanical effects such as tunneling through a classically impenetrable potential energy barrier have long been known to occur in chemical reactions (1). More subtle quantum effects can also arise for reactions in which two different electronic states touch (that is, coincide in energy) to produce a conical intersection (see the figure). An example is the geometric or Berry phase, which refers to a change in sign of an electronic wave function when nuclei of atoms involved in the reaction complete an odd number of loops around the conical intersection (2–4). The effect of the geometric phase on the energy levels of bound-state molecules is well understood (5). However, the conditions under which the geometric phase effect can be detected for chemical reactions are less certain. Studies of this effect have largely been directed at the simplest chemical reaction, H + H₂ → H₂ + H, which serves as the benchmark for understanding chemical reactions, theo-
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definitive experimental and theoretical studies of reaction dynamics. On page 1227 of this issue, Juanes-Marcos et al. (6) provide a novel topological argument to show when the geometric phase is likely to be observable in this hydrogen exchange reaction and also clarify the findings of previous calculations.

To understand chemical reactions, theorists solve the Schrödinger equation for the electrons to calculate potential energy surfaces on which the nuclei move. These surfaces are then used in quantum dynamical computations that solve the Schrödinger equation for the nuclei taking part in the reaction at different energies (7). The nuclear wave functions are calculated for different values of the total angular momentum J of the system of three hydrogen atoms, and these partial wave functions are summed to produce quantities that can be observed in molecular beam experiments such as the angular distributions of the H₂ + H products. These quantum dynamical calculations can be done with time-independent or time-dependent theory. One set of time-independent quantum dynamical calculations on an accurate potential energy surface suggested that the geometric phase effect might be